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University of Central Florida/Orlando

Wednesday, June 17, 1987

Feud brewing between ·c & T
and Equal Opportunity office
by Samantha J. Griffin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Flame of Hope

Roland Dube/Central Florida Future

This piece of sculpture is a new edition to the front of the
Library. All art and public places in the state must allocate
funds to add a piece of art to any new building.

The Counseling and Testing Center has restarted its search for a counselor because the
woman the department wanted to hire was
rejected by UCF's Equal Opportunity office.
Counseling and Testing wanted to hire Ellen
Bolves, the woman who has temporarily filled
the job since February 1986, according to center
director Robert Harmon.
While Bolves filled in, the permanent position was advertised, and a screening committee
was set up to help choose someone for the
position.
According to Harmon, Bolves was one of
three candidates chosen out of 150 applicants.
He said that of those three, Bolves was ''head
and shoulders above the rest," based on her
experience in the position, her C'>ordination of
the program, and her interviewing.
Harmon then recommended to the administration that Bolves be hired, but said that
when it came time for approval by the Equal
Opportunity Program, they denied their approval of Bolves for the position.
Dr. Carol D. Surles, associate vice president
for human resources, said, "Clearly this is a
case where students need to get all sides of the
story."
She says another candidate's credentials
showed she was better qualified for the position.
Harmon said that applicant "was one of the
worst interviewees I think I've ever seen."
He said she didn't come across well in the
interview, adding that the Equal Opportunity

Program "seems to think we should put someone in the position that we didn't think could do
the work."
Surles said, "The Counseling and Testing
Center's opinions are highly subjective and
based on the other candidate's credentials."
She says she was told by the center that the
other candidate was "not as enthusiastic and
outgoing."
"Counseling can be provided by a wide range
of people with different personalities, there is
no blueprint," was Surles' reply.

"Clearly this is a case where
students need to get all sides
of the story."
- Dr. Carol D. Surles, associate vice
president for human resources
Hannon says faculty members have sent him
letters of praise concerning Bolves' work and
says what is really being said here is, "You can't
hire who you want to."
Hannon says there has been "no indication
anyone is concerned or cares about the work we
do, or how the rejection of our candidate affects
us."
Surles said the situation is "nothing personal," but that it is up to the Equal Opportunity Program to "ensure equality of opportunity."
The position has been reopened and according to Harmon, Bolves has reapplied.

Orlando sky might be
quiet on Fourth of July
Through some investigation, the station found the
NEWS EDrfOR
construction for the park had
been delayed until August,
Sµarks may not fly this which would make a celebraFourth of July over the skies of tion in the park possible.
The station has set up an
Lake Eola. An Independence
Day fireworks display, which account with a local bank
has been a tradition in where individuals and corpoOrlando since 1976, may come rations can make donations.
The goal of $15,000 is
to end this July Fourth unless
local businesses and residents needed to get the fireworks
pull together and provide the display off the ground. Currently, after a week of promotfunds for the celebration.
The Orlando fireworks dis- ing the celebration, $5,000 has
play had been previously been donated to the cause.
Dave Wright, the promocancelled due to plans for construction in Lake Eola Park tions director for WBJW, is
slated to begin July 1. No other "confident the event will hapsite has been selected for the pen." He also said, "the repicnic/fireworks which left sponse is very good, we'll have Drippy Dribbles
Roland Dube/Central Florido Future
Orlandoans with no place to enough to reach our goal."
celebrate July Fourth.
WBJW is also taking re- These UCF students find a refreshing dip in the university pool the perfect way to also get in a
But through the efforts of sponsibility for the organiza- game of water-basketball.
local radio station WBJW (BJ- tion of the fireworks, permits,
105), which initiated a cam- concessions and entertainpaign to bring the fireworks ment. Wright said the station
back to Lake Eola Park, has worked with the city in
Orlando m y not only get a past years for the Fourth of
firework display but also a July event, and they have full
fr e concert.
cooperation from the city.
Anna the 13-year-old who
The Colonial Plaza Mall
ing '' hy Bo s· i an Orlando Merchant Association is the
r ident. After he ring about h1ghe t contributor so far, giv1
BJ ~ efforts to org nize a ing 1 000 to the event. Other
fir ·ork di pl , he agreed high donations have been reto giv free concert before the ceived from felons, and Wet
v nin
1 r ion.
and "Id.
Kathy Johnson
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FREE MOVIE TICKETS!
Win tickets to the Orlando Premiere of Dragnet!
•

DAN
•

•

'!lust The Facts!'
MAPPLIED ACTION/BERNIE BRILLSTEIN~ ATOM MANKIEWICZ~
"DRAGNET" CHRISTOPHER PLU~ER HARRY MORGAN ALEXANDRA PAUL"" DABNEY COLEMAN
~IRA NEWBORN w""t;DAN AYKROYDo.iALAN ZWEIBEL...i TOM MANKIEWICZ ,.,.~MATTHEW F. LEONETTI, Mc.
~~ROBERT~ BOYLE E~RICHARD HALSEY ~~BERNIE BRILLSTEIN '~DAVID PERMUT...iROBERT K. WEISS

•

~.ill::.:·:.:.:::::;;~J ~!A-tc~TOMMANKIEWICZ ll"<i@=·~ ~-~~~

Dragnet was one of the most successful police series in the history of television. Now
Dragnet is a motion picture coming to you from Universal Pictures on June 26.
You could win Tickets to a special advance showing of Dragnet, courtesy of
The Central Florida Future.
Just stop by the UCF Police Department today, June 17 and tomorrow, June 18 and you'll
receive a pass for two. One per person, please. First come, first served, while supplies last.

•
I

'
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HERE'S

•

•

•
•

Bring this advertisement to our University store
and you will receive $5.00 off on any purchase!
We carry a complete line of office supplies, furniture and machines at a price you can afford.

•
•

•

Offer valid only at 409 Semoran Blvd., Winter
Park, next to X-TRA. Offer not valid with any
other coupon. Only one per customer.

•

679-8966

•

•

•

•

...
Roland Dube/Central Florida Future

Overview
This roof top photo overlooks the town of Weisbaden in West Germany. Because of the
declining dollar, a visit to West Germany this summer will cost the American tourist more than
it did last year.

69% help pregnant woman smoke
being pregnant.
Nine others said the decision to smoke
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
's hould be up to Hinson.
Eight people explained that they wanted to
Public opinion may be turning against smok- help Hinson because she was pregnant. Aning, but 69 out of 100 people agreed to help an other eight said they were busy, and it would be
obviously pregnant young woman buy ciga- easier to give her the quarter than to refuse.
rettes.
People who refused to help often explained
Victoria Hinson, a UCF journalism student, that they did not have any money or that they
v edged a pi11ow un der h er clothi ng and ven- objected to smoking by anyone, pregn ant or not.
tured into downtown Orlando. She then apA secretary, one of the 11 who lectured Hinproached 100 people and asked them to give her son, said, "I wouldn't have even given you
another quarter so she could buy a pack of matches."
A construction superintendent, another of
cigarettes.
Twenty-seven of the respondents refused to the "lecturers," said, "I have daughters your
help, but only 11 warned her about the dangers age, they're not pregnant, but I wouldn't want
of smoking.
them to smoke if they were."
"I don't care if you smoke," said a registered
A truck driver, 26, said, "Because you see a
lot of pregnant women smoking."
nurse, "but I care for the baby."
A32-year-old medical secretary explained: "I
At first, one woman explained that she did
smoked while I was pregnant with my first kid, not have any money. When Hinson revealed
but lost my taste for it while I was pregnant that she was "not really pregnant," the woman
with my second. I don't think it's bad for you if said: Yeah? Well, I'm not really broke. I didn't
you smoke moderately."
want to give you a quarter for the cigarettes, so
"Because I didn't hear the part about want- I diverted you by saying I didn't have one."
ing cigarettes," s~id a 31-year-old lawyer. "If I
Hinson found virtually no difference in the
had, no, I would not have assisted you in buying responses of men and women. Seventy-two
the cigarettes."
percent of the men agreed to help, compared to
A waste water plant operator, 19, had a 64 percent of the women.
simple reason for helping: "Because you're a
Twenty-four percent of the men refused to
help and 30 percent of the women refused to
girl."
Nine people said they offered Hinson the
SEE SMOKE PAGE 5
quarter because they did not think about her
by Victoria Hinson

1

June 29, with daily sessions
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. There are
spaces for 30 participants.
Teachers who wish to attend
the seminar should contact
Ruth Aude at 275-2079.

• AWARD RECIPIENTS
Laura Brown and RichardDunhn Roberts are recipients
of the 1987-88 NCR Award of
Excellence in Computer Science. Each received a $500
scholarship, which was presented by Dr. Larry Cottrell,
Associate Chairman of the
Department of Computer Scien e, in ceremony at NCROrlando.

registration deadline is June
22. For more information call
896-0945.

both age groups having a combined usage rate of 42 percent.
For more information on the
proper use of child restraints
contact the nearest office of the
Florida Highway Patrol.

• CHILD RESTRAINTS
A survey completed at the
University of Florida indicates
• PUBLICITY WORKSHOP
that even though the use of
The Management Assis- child restraint devices has • ART NEEDS STUDIED
tance Program of the Volun- increased over the previous
Secretary of State George
teer Center of Central Florida year's rate, less than half of all Firestone announced that two
is sponsoring the 11th annual those children to which the law art grants have been awarded
Publicity Workshop Tuesday, applies are properly re- to Orlando organizations. The
June 28 at the Bush Science strained. Improper use of the Downtown
Development
• CANADIAN STUDIES
Auditorium at Rollins College. device can be more dangerous Board received $7,500 to study
Area K-12 teachers with an The workshop is a one-day than no restraint at all.
the cultural needs of Central
urge to kno 1¥ more bout Can- communications seminar deAccording tho the survey, Florida. Crealde Arts was
d are invited to apply for signed to educate non-profit 49.1 percent of the children awarded a $576 grant to allow
an d
7 the fifth annu 1 organizations and community three years of age and under General Manager David
progr m in an di n tudies groups about the basic tools of and 32.3 percent of those four Edgar to participate in a marpr
nt db · CF.
effective public relations.
and five years of age were in keting course.
Th four-d
eminar tarts
The co t i 20.00 and the compliance with the law, with
The Florid.a Arts Cowicil,

I

Firestone's 15-member advisory board on art-related matters, recommended the award.
A total of $37,020 in grants
was awarded to 14 organizations in 11 counties.
• RESEARCH PARK GROWTH
The Central Florida Research Park is expecting a
growth spurt in the next year.
The park's executive director,
Richard Tesch, expects to have
1,000 people working there by
the end of 1987. Currently,
there are 30 companies occupying the park with a total ()f
600 employees.
Included in growth plans for
the next few years is a 100-bed
psychiatric hosp 'taJ.
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UCF setting up new
scholarship trust
by Timothy Walter
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

A $1 million trust fund is
being established by the
Alumni Council at the University of Central Florida in an
effort to attract good students
to the university.
According to Kathy Berlinski, UCF's Director of Development, 1,000 UCF alumni
will be asked to contribute
$1,000 each to the Alumni
Trust.
The resulting $1 million
will be held in the University of
Central Florida Foundation
with the interest being
awarded to outstanding students in the form of scholarships.
"Superior scholarship and
achievement rubs off on other
students, it encourages faculty, and is good for all concerned," said Berlinski of the
intended effect of the endowment.
About 30,000 letters have
been sent out to alumni in an

effort t0 alert them of the upcoming fundraising effort
which will start on June 25.
From the fom:ial kick off
until Thanksgiving each caller
in a network of 25 teams of
callers will attempt to solicit
three new pledges every two
weeks in an effort to complete
the drive in time for UCF's
25th anniversary year in 1988,
said Berlinski.
A commemorative UCF
seal, made of flowers, will be
built, extending from the front
of the campus library to the
reflecting pond, Berlinski
said. The name of each $1,000
donor will be inscribed on a
brick used to border the design.
According to Berlinski, a
sign announcing the building
of the "Alumni Circle" will be
displayed in the fall and will
bear the names of the people
who pledge money to the trust.
"We certainly want the students to have some input," said
Berlinski, "because [the seal]
will be, we would hope, one of
the focal points of the campus."

Hewlett.-Packard
reinvents the
calculator.
The new
HP-28C d s
things no other
calculator can.
Like algebra and
calculus using variables in letters and
words, such as x, y
and zebra.
. It does matrix, vector
and complex number
arithmetic. Plots function and data points.
And solves for any variable in any order.
How does the HP-28C do it? With menus, softkeys and
the largest number of built-in functions of any calculator
ever.
It isn't more of the same. It's the reinvention of the
calculator. See it today.

r//-;'I

HEWLETT

~~PACKARD

calculator

INTERNATIONAL & computer
Don't Tuke Your Organs To Heaven
Heaven Knows We Need Them Here.
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THE 19TH STUDENT SENATE REPORT

ARTS & SCIENCES

June 7, 1987

27th Session

CONFIRMATIONS
MEASURES IN COMMITTEE
BILLS:

79-57 R'evising Statutes - Title VIII: The Finance Code: This bill clarifies
sections of the finance code CJenkins/Wendrzyk, Assigned to OAF)
79-58 Funding for the National Student Roundtable: This bill allocates
$500.00 for travel and accommodations for a member of the National
Student Roundtable to attend the National Summit (Jenkins, Assigned
to OAF)

The Senate confirmed the following
people to student Government positions:
Kristina Sargent
Arts&Science #11 16-Y, l-N
Kelly McBride
Liberal studies #1 17-Y
Jim Robinson
Engineering #6 17-Y

SENATE MEETINGS
MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING
BILLS:

79-55 Revising Statutes - Title IV: The Executive Branch: This bill clarifies the executive branch of statutes CWendrzyk, 17-Y)

students are invited to attend all Senate meetings, and to express any
Ideas or problems that they feel the
Senate should work on. Senate meetings are held on Sundays at 5:00 in the
Cafeteria.
-

C&OFUNDING
Did you know that your club or organization may be eligible for $250.00 in Office Supplies
and/or Advertisements for the next fiscal year? In addition. if your club will be attending
a conference or convention it may be eligible for up to $300.00 to cover registration fees.
Either way. stop by the student Government Offices. SC 155, and ask for a Clubs and
Organization Funds. or Travel Fu ds. Request Form .

If you have and comments. questions
or concerns about the Senate Report,
or any legislation. please contact JJ
Mandato at x2191 or in SC 155.
student Government is funded
through the Activities and SeNice fee
as allocated by the student Government of the University of Central Florida

SENATE COMMITTEES review and a end all Legisla ·on before · is brought for a hearing before the full Senate The
ore descr otio s of. and
OAF
C&O

UR
SP

P
P
P
P
P
P
A
P

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

P
P
P
P
P

•

P
A
P

BUSINESS
Mario Ponce
OPEN SEAT
Karena Ganem
John White
Ken Barr
OPEN SEAT
Jason Allison
Meade Parks
OPEN SEAT

A
P
P
P

A

Y
Y
Y

P
P
P

P
Y
P
RESIGNED

EDUCATION

STUDENTS
• • Legislation in Committee Is introduced by Senators, and is not finalized until the full Senate votes.

Karen Towles
Kim DeVogel
OPEN SEAT
Bob Truett
Todd Gillam
Rick Woodruff
OPEN SEAT
Scott Jenkins
Carla Klinger
Chris Broome
OPEN SEAT

01

owing

e time and day of the comm·ttee mee ·ngs

Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: Th s comm· ee reviews al: changes o tne Rnance Code and any leg sla ·on
request1r'1g tu ding
Thursdays@ 11 :00 a.m. in the Senate Work Room
Travel Clubs and Organizations: is corn
ee aecides whe er a c ub rece ves
ds for Office SUpp 1es/ Adver g o•
Con ere ce Reg·s+ra ·o
Tuesdays@ 5:00 p.m. in the Senate Work Room
o c a ge e Const
on, sto es or R es a d
Legislative Judicial and Rules: This co
Proced res
Thursdays@ 6:00 p.m.in the Student Work Room
Services end Public Relatio s. s co
ee re ·ews a or"-fu di g eg so ·o wh c deals with Stu den Gove• e 4
Ser\' ices. as e . as Loco S:-0-e, a d a o a ;ss es
c d ec y re1a e o e s'uden s of UCF
Mo days @ 5:00 p.m. in the Senate Work Room
,......ee e ·ews a S-Ude •Govern e • Aooo
e s. a d a es reco
e es
Thursdays@ 5:00 p.m. in the Senate Work Room
Paid Advertisemen

Fred Schmidt
OPEN SEAT
Pro Tern Wolf
OPEN SEAT
OPEN SEAT

P

Y

A

P
A

ENGINEERING
Bryan Martinez
Cindy Deal
Chris Carter
Tony Wendrzyk
Keith White
OPEN SEAT

P

Y

P

Y
Y
y

P
P

P
L
P

P

P
p

HEALTH
OPEN SEAT
Jeannie Saul

RESIGNED

LIBERAL STUDIES
OPEN SEAT

AT-LARGE
J.P. McMe amy P
BREVARD

'{

P

OPEN SEAT

DAYTONA
OPE

SEAT

so·urH ORLAN DO
OPEN SEAT
A-Absen

P-P ese

~

l-lote

E-Excused
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them refused to give Hinson a
quarter. Bu a retired doctor, a
nurse, and a health food store
emplo ee all helped her. The
nurse said that she helped
because she saw pregnant
omen smoking everyday.
I could lecture you," she
said, "but it wouldn't do any

SMOKE
FROM PAGE 3

•

.

¥

help.
Five people refused to participate in the survey.
Six women identified themselves as mothers, and four of good. You'd do it anyway."

ANNOUNCING

•

•••••••••••••••••••••

: The Grand Opening of :
:
lC~
:

•
•

e

CINE"1A

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Located at the corner of University Blvd. and
Alafaya Trail across from the entrance to U.C.F.

•

•

•

•

•

•

FRIDAY, JUNE 19, 1987, doors open at 1:00 p.m. to
the new UC6 Cinema, Orlando's newest theatre
complex - built with you, the theatre patron, in mind.

Plus ...

·

An exclusive 70
MM travel film
produced by
Orlando movie
maker Robert
Storer, showing
daily with "The
Untouchables".

Private • Commercial • Biennial Flight Review
Self-Paced Curriculum

$40 Introductory Flight

Call 658-8274 for more information

Earn $ome $ummer Bucks!

UC6 Cinema is equipped with the latest state-of-the-art stereo,
Dolby, Eprad sound systems, JBL speakers and the finest projection equipment in today's ever-demanding perfection in projection including one 70 MM Theatre.

COMING NEXT •••

IAYKROYD
.DAN
TOM
HANKS

Work for one of the Largest Fitness Centers in
the world!! Experience not necessary, just
High Energy with Lots of Personality. Flexible hours to fit your schedule. Positions
Available: Telemarketers, Inside and Outside
Sales Reps.

CALL: 366-0266
LIVING

WELL

FITNESS CENTER

'3ust The Facts!'IPG-131
Also coming to UC6 Cinema

"LA BAMBA" "Revenge of the Nerds 11"

Splolberg's
"Inner Space"

THE CENTRAL
FLORIDA
CAREER GUIDE
The only publication listing Central Florida's 400 largest
firms, their personnel directors AND each company's
frequent employment needs. updated quarterly.
PLUS
-

(

i

• Slr.llillj• lar WUrilg hi Qiilldo job mntl
• Career $Nth ps •cm apnomel euaitw
• Cental Aondn niJsty ~ rends.

Orlando: The nation's fastest-growing labor market.
GET AN EDGE ON YOUR COMPETrTION - BUY A COPY TODAY!

Available at local bookstores or send $16.99 + 2.00 postage and handling
to: Edge Publishing, P.O. Box 3621. L.0119wood, Fl 32n9. Satisfaction
Guaranteetf .

Opinion~r
- . ~~~~~~~~
New nuclear arms
may prove deadlier
than current arsenal
Research is continuing on the Strategic Defense
Initative, and Star Wars certainly has a few surprises
in store for us.
The program, which was originally advertised as a
totally defensive, non-nuclear project, has taken a
slightly different direction.
Imagine a nuclear bomb that only gives off microwaves. When exploded in space this bomb would have
the effect of "frying" communications and computer
circuits. Whether you know it or not, just about
everything in the modem house is run by computer.
Imagine the effect this kind of weapon could have on
civilization.
Or how about a nuclear shotgun. The one under
development would have a small nuclear bomb
packed behind hundreds of thousands of metal pellets. The overall idea is to shotgun incoming missiles
and decoys. It sounds a little old fashioned, but
maybe a basic kind of weapon is what we need.
Finally, research has shown that if you shape a
nuclear bomb correctly you can blow up a single
building while leaving all surrounding structures
standing. Of course, that doesn't count the effects of
radiation, which would probably have its say about
the quality of those other buildings.
Now, while all of this sounds very impressive, it
also sounds very nuclear. If memory serves correctly,
that's exactly what we were trying to get away from.
All of that aside, the main problem with this new
generation ofnukes is that they are mild. In the past,
thoughts of nuclear bombs led to thoughts of entire
cities being incinerated in one fell swoop. Nuclear
war used to be real end-of-the-world material.
Now, though, it will be very hard to tell what is
nuclear and what is not. These mini-nukes are not
likely to bring half the uprising that older ones did
and therefore may actually get used.
Who knows what that could lead to. The only
redeeming quality of old-style nukes was that no one
dared to use them. Old nukes actually helped keep
war from happening. Nobody was willing to take a
course of action that was entirely a no-win situation.
This is not to say that the elimination of all nuclear
weapons is the overall goal. Let's face it, once something has been invented, you can't undo it.
However, this is to say that we should be turning
our efforts away from weapons that are so powerful
that we cannot control them.
For America, it is time to decide which way we
want to go. Maybe the new nukes are the first step in
toning down nuclear weapons and will eventually
lead to them being discontinued altogether. On the
other hand, this may be the resurgence of an idea we
had hoped was dying.

Take their cars; but no prisoners!
Sometimes this university does things that make
my blood boil. They're always getting rid of the best
this school has to offer. I offer a few examples from
recent history.
• Last year the powers that be allowed SAGA to
convert the noble Knights' Den-a wonderful place
where students could meet and partake of beer and
burgers while watching "Star Trek" or a football
game on a big-screen television-into a silly health
food shop.Nothing against health food, mind you, but
its not what the people want. And the "Wild Pizza"
does nothing to remedy the situation. It has no
atmosphere.
• Each fall, rows of parking spaces are quietly
whisked from under our bumpers and handed over to
ever-growing multitudes of professors, many of
whom, by the way, don't speak English.
• What was once a program giving every student
a chance to become computer literate has had a price
tag slapped on it. PC use at UCF used to be available
to everyone. Now, one must take a computer class or
pay a heavy ransom for the use of a PC.
So it was with dismay , but not much surprise, that
I learned of the university's latest plans for destruction.
Have you read about the flower garden they're
planning on putting in between the library and the
pond-a flower garden that looks like the school seal.
At first I thought, how cute. It'll make a good place for

the squirrels to take a nap. But then I realized where
the garden is getting rooted.
The land between the library and the pond is a
prime tanning zone (PTZ).
This is war . .
How dare they take away one of the few wholesome
diversions left on this campus? It's hard enough
findirig a decent place to tan around here. Try talking
an RA into letting you tan on a dorm roof. It can't be
done anymore.
We have to organize. Yeah, just like The Untouchables. For every beer joint they close, we blow up a
faculty lounge. For every parking space they take, we
steal an administrator's car, beginning with Trevor
Colbourn's.
Ifwe get good at this arm-for-a-finger stuff, maybe
we can gain some clout in the negotiation department. We could cut a deal. Say, we return Trev's car
if they'll put in a beach in front of the library.

Coming soon to your backyard
P.O. Box 25000, Orla.ndo, FL 32816 (305) 275-2601 or 275-2865
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Flicks Flood
According to a recent article in
the Orlando Business Journal, the
Central Florida area has movie
theaters multiplying faster than
your average rabbit. With the
opening of movie theaters near
UCF and the Florida Mall, there
now exist 19 first-run movie theaters with 97 screens showing all
the latest hits(?) Add in those
movie theaters that show discount
movies or foreign films (no, not
those types of foreign films) and
you have a lot of business for the
popcorn people.
However, ihere is a problem.
Analysts say that the average city
should be able to support one
movie screen for every 10,000
people. Orlando has now reached
that point.
But, more (and more) movie
houses are coming. According to
present expansion plans by the

-·

theater chains, there could be
more than 150 first-run screens by
the end of1987. This should (theoretically) be supported by 1.5 million people, right? Well, Orlando's
population will be just over 1 million people, but not until 1990.
The question is, will cola wars
pale by comparison? The competition may be vicious among movie
houses. After all, nobody likes to
show a movie when only two people
are in a theatre. Prices will hopefully be cut. Then, it won't cost two
arms and a leg to take a date to the
movies.
University
Have you noticed that Univer-

sity Boulevard, at least the first
part ofit, is for all purposes, done?
Of course, when the lanes narrow
from six to two, it becomes a little
depressing, because all those
bumps that used to be on the first
part return to disrupt the harmony of your car.
Maybe when my kids come
here in 20 years the road work on
University will be finished. Then
again, maybe not.
Significant others
Congratulations to the World
Champion Los Angeles Lakers,
who showed in one third-quarter
spurt why defense and rebounding win titles ... the Florida-Georgia High School All-Star football
game is Saturday, if you have
time, check it out ...Avoid Predator, a terrible movie, and see The
Untouchables, one of the few
movies worth seeing this summer.

•

•
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CHEEVERWOOD

by Michael Fry

Some signs of

·nrection to look for
are
a) Painful urination.
b) Vaginal discharge or creamy discharge from
the penis.
c) Lower abdominal pain.
d) Genital itching or lesions.

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

Sometimes, however, a disease can be caught
and carried without symptoms (more commonly
in women) and silently spreads throughout the
body and on to your sexual partner(s). This is
especially tru.e of herpes and AIDS, both
incurable, and both able to be transmitted to
others without visible signs of disease.

why OU
ea t is
ce
Over 10,000,000 people are infected
with a sexually transmitted disease
(STD) every year, and of those,
I 00,000 women are left sterile.
2) No one is immune to STD' , and even
though mo t case are curable, the
di ea e can be caught again just as
ea ily.
3) Th effect of an SID vary from painful
itching and sores to long-term urinary
difficultie and infertility serious
ompli ation of pregnancy including
death and of c urs th alway fatal
1)

AID .

Suffice it to say, the risks clearly are not to be
ignored. The best defense is abstinence, of
course, but it's not always the popular choice. If
you are sexually active, protect yourself by using
a contraceptive that fights STD's (such as
condoms, especially those with nonoxyl 9),
limiting your sexual partners (monogamy is
safest), urinating immediately after sex, and
practicing genital cleanliness.

If you suspect that you may be infected, or
even just to be sure that you're okay, the
Student Health Center is equipped to
confidentially handle any questions or situation
you may have. Also, anyone who donates blood
is screened for a number of illnesses including
AIDS syphilis and hepatitis to protect the
nation' blood supply.

281-5841

s.w.A . T.
Expand your memory banks with
S.W.A.T.'s computer mini-seminar on
Tuesday, 6/23, at noon in the Health
Resource Center. Come and see what
you've been missing!

yoo·

If
sustatn m1nor laceratt011s or abrastons : .'
,':'. and yout' tetanus toXJod Immunization is less : · ..·
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Wanted Longboord 0·5· or up 282-7042.

Alpha Tau Omega
The new 1987 composites are In. Stop by
the house and pick up your copy. Also get
ready for the !veg's fund raiser in two
weeks .

Black Student Union
BSU meets every Tuesday @ 3:30 In SC
room 211 come and join a BSU committee. Our summer convocation ls scheduled for Saturday 27 June at Lake Claire @
12 noon. call x2450 12-4 p .m.
GET INVOLVED
UCF Student Veterans Assoc. Invites anyone Interested In getting involved in
campus and community activities to
check us out. Our Interests are Veterans
concerns, campus actMttes. community
Involvement. and any and all student Interests and concerns. For more information, contacttheOfflceofVeteransAffalrs
on campus 275-2707.

$200.00 Security Deposit
No Application Fee
Pool & Heated Jacuzzi
2 & 3 bedrooms with 2 ful baths washer/
dryer hook-ups. mlnl-bfinds
UCF/Martin Alea
Student and Family Sections
Sussex Place
281-6393
Duplex for rent 2bdrm/2bath fully
equipped l mile from UCF Coll Barry 2601793.
SHEIM'OOD FOREST: 3 bed/2 bath & 2
bed/2 bath duplexes. Large spacious
rooms, all appliances Including washer &
dryer & bfinds. Nice wooded lot. Rent of
5550 & 5450 for all leases starting In May
and June, only. Call 275-9100.
l Bedroom luxury apt.; PJOI; UCF area;
reasonable rent; call 774-6771
Winter Park: 3 bdrm 2 bath beautiful Florida Room. Great neighborhood brick
streets. 5700 894-2962.
One bedroom apt for rent 5 min walk from
UCF 5275 per month ph 658-1638.

lilllil!Biil\tll lili1111111111ilil
Male needs responsible person to share
furnished condo. 5 ml UCF. Pool, tennis;
female preferred; no pets. Private rm/
bath. $210, l /2 elec. 645-5706
Share 4bdrm 2ba house. Washer. shades
5160/mo & l /4 util. 282-3614 eves.
Female roommate wanted I Aut l Sun Key
Apts w/d extas Becki 678-5460.
SEMI-SERIOUS N/S male student seeks
same to share br In 2br/2ba Fox Hunt
Twnhse. 5119/mo + 1/4 utilities. Avail MidJuly. Call Jay at 657-1819 after 12 noon.
Female roommate needed, $200 + l /3
util. 3 bdrm house In Oviedo, 2.5 ml. from
UCF. 365-1316 or x52ll (Ask for Jen)
Roommate needed, across street from
UCF 5188 + l /2. Call Ron at 275-2518.

Graduating? Great! Put yourself In a new
or used car with 90-days deferred payments. To qualify dial 678-1717 and ask for
Billy Betterton.
GOVERNMENT HOMES from 51 (U repair).
Dellquent tax property. Repossessions.
call 1-805-687-6000 ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.
Is ltTrue You Can Buy Jeeps for 544 through
the U.S. Govemmenn Get the facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext. 689.
Pontiac Lemans 74 needs some work, still
has good features Jo 273-6436.
79 Rablt Fuel injec. am/fm/cas. $975 or 76
Subaru DI am/fm/cas. $550/BO exc. transportation 657-1017.
1971 Buick Skylark for sale. 75000 original
miles runs great interior good outside
needs work 5350. 658-1638

Persian kittens CFA Reg. 10 wks old vet.
Checked lstshots. White & Red Raised In
home. Utter trained S150 & $175 call Jane
365-7463
76 OLDS CUTLASS SUPREME. Runs great
new tires. brakes, oltemater+battery auto
trans, ps,pb,pw.a/c, stereo. Very reliable.
Must sell by 6/21. 51100. Coll Skip at 6575337 or 365-6340.
'.
Bedroom set boxspring mattres headboard trip. Dresser nite stand brass trim
contemporary 300. Coffee table custom
made shate mica top walnut finish 51l0.
423-1256.

Typing Word Processing
Term papers S1.25 per poge coll after 3:00
p.m. 767-0589.

Typing - Don't sacrifice the personal
touch! 21 years e perlence. Perfection
my specialty Thesis expert call Susie 273·
2300 days 647-4451 e es.

WIZARDS' ELECTRONICS
AND COMPUTER SERVICE
See us for all of your computer and electronics repair needs. TV's, stereos. VCR's,
computers, etc. Call 365-3577.

Quaity WORDPROCESSING - $2.00 per
double spaced page. I have 12 years
experience and I love to type! Contact
Donna at 647-0600.

Repairs and service TV's and VCR's Reasonable charges ca 788-6157

FEMALES
Save time and money!!! Enhance your
appearance w/Avon. For personalized
service, call Mary at 281-6461.

PROFESSIONAL TUTORIAL SERVICES
Algebra, Trig.. Calculus I.II. Physics Lil. 7 yrs.
exp; patient; for details leave msg. on
pager 420-7185. you 'II hear from us within
30min.

111iiitl1&t
lllllifllli1
'83 Nissan Sentra. 5 speed. a/c/ sunroof,
good condition 54000. 678-5460

FOR "A" RESULTS, ACT NOWI

FAST TYPING SERVICE

Help earn $1000 weekly, stuffing envelopes at home. Start Immediately write:
Hamilton Mailers, 5471 Lake Howell Road.
Suite 128, Wlnter Park, Florlda 32792
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight attendants,
travel agents, mechanics, customer service. Listings. Salaries to 550K. Entry level
positions. Call 1-805-687-6000 Ext. A-4628.
Students needed to clean homes. Hours
to fit schedule. Call 699-1636.
Cashier-night shift service station good
pay call 896-6885.
PARTTIME ATTENDANT needed for 20 year
old, male/quad college student. Free
room and board plus $75.00/week. Call
Frank: 275-5396 after 6:00 p.m.

ABORTION SERVICES. birth control Information, pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening, low cost, confidential services and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
JANUS CAREER SERVICES
Let us direct your career search. Resumes - interviews - testing - support
until employed. Call 628-1090.

Quick Professional Services. All work prepared on commercial word processors for
error free neatness. We use IBM Equipment Letter quality not dot-matrix. Free
revisions. Same day and weekend service
available. Over 15.800 satisfied students
and 4 grouches. Call 671-3007

There's emptiness inside their eyes and
dust in all their hearts/They just want to
steal us all and take us all apart
Tiny /5lralghtmonl (JNS going for an
MPA)-are you still here? Did you just send
me a letter signed "Dennis Thatcher?•
Whoever DID send the aforementioned
missive-it was amusing and clever.
Jayne

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•
All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast• Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Fii,
Congratulations: Three crash-and-gos
with on empty right seat!
#1-intentlonal spins (In the pattern) prohibited.
#2-Hang on to your shirt tall.
SFB 95904 6/10/87 TWCFI

Resumes and cover letters
Designed I Revised /Typed - 657-0079
Fast efficient typing. Good Rates! 2-miles
from campus. Call 657-3502.
Word for word processing research & term
papers, reports. dissertation & thesis papers. Eng. chemistry, math background.
Phone 648-1859. Leave message or call
after 5:30 p.m.
Resume Service; term papers , theses. ms
typed . College grad. typist to famous
author. Barbara, 644-6801.
Typing/word processing: Grad quality
work. editing, technical. 273-7591.
Typing Term papers, reports. low rates Call
Joyce 275-0311 - 648-3039
TYPING. Fast. accurate, reasonable.
Close to campus. Call Berny 282-4168.

Hey Jayne.
Sorry about last week, but I ran out of
room. Now I have plenty of room to ploy
with and I can afford to do supid suff.
Mike

Morgan,
Where did you go. Does advanced calculus mean that much to you now?
Heaven forbid. Your values are all messed
up. Go home and watch Star Trek.
Hey Shelia.
Do you remember me? I'm the one that
bought those red headphones from you
last week. Don't do anything intelllgent.
Mike
Don't answer the phone because someone may be on the other end.

KINKO'S is Coming!
KINKO'S is Coming!
now open

Dot's Liquors
LIDWJ~~&~

W@WJill
~~&'lfIID~&1f

Your Neighborhood
Spirits Store

Located in Bunker Hill Plaza
15226 E. Colonial Dr. • 568-0230

5°/o Off Wine & Liquor
with Student l.D.

-[mll .

10°/o OFF ANY Purchase
of 4 or more bottles of liquor at regular price

~

<'

ARENT

YOU
WORTH
IT?

3 m · es

-fJKGTI
BU KER
Hill

PLAZA

CREDIT UNION
STUDENT LOANS
Borrow the
money you need
for your tuition.
Talk to a Loan
Officer about
Guaranteed
Student Loans,
TODAY!

.

c.
()

•

0

I

·~·

_,;.,

You do not have
to be in the Navy
to apply for a
loan. Call today
for eligibility
requirements.
(305) 644-1100

Navy Orlando Federal Credit Union
Ce

r • Orlando, Roma 32813-600

(305) 6#-1100

'ANCHOR YOUR FINANCIAL FUTURE WITH US"
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A personal v·ew of a pottery arts 's wort
byTim Walter
CENTRA FLOR DA FUTURE

Bill West/Central Florida Future

John Margerum sits at his pottery wheel forming a new pot
creation. Only 12 percent of the work put into a given shot
takes place on the wheel. Margerum owns a pottery shop
in Oviedo.

Atone end of the cavernous studio, boxes and
crates stand in chest-high stacks, stored with a
precision that protects their fragile contents.
Wheeled carts display on their racks pottery
of every description as they stand against a set
of shelves fixed into the concrete wall.
On the opposite wall, more shelves; these
supporting all manner of appurtenances including white plastic jugs, sculpting instruments, more pottery, and a sign reading
"CAUTION: You break, You DEAD!"
A battered wooden table stands conspicuously alone in the center of the bare cement
floor, its surface devoid of the clutter that identifies this one-room shop as that of an artist.
A shaft of sunlight splashes through the
open door, spillinginto a bright rectangle on the
floor. A man's shadow quickly eclipses the pool
oflight as his form passes through the doorway,
moves to the table, and deposits its load there.
This Oviedo studio is the world of John
Margerum.
A "professional" potter since 1979, Margerum earned a business degree at Indiana
State University, before most large schools
developed active art and ceramic departments,
and spent the next 11 years with an insurance
company.
"I just jumped into it," said Margerum of his
rather radical career change. "The only reason
I worked for an insurance comp.my is because
I didn't know how to support myself doing
[pottery]."
He pauses to pull out the lump of clay that he
has been pressing into a mold and places the
formed clay on the table next to the stocky jug
that is already there. The mold is in the form of
a human face, and its product stares at the
ceiling with unmoving eyes.
When he arrived in Oviedo, Margerum apprenticed with Barbara Bailey, a local potter.
He also went back to college and took courses in
art pottery and attended workshops which

Bill West/Central Florido Future

Rows of pots line the table ready to be made into art. When asked about the artistic importance of his work,
Margerum commented that "the ::>ots are an applied art instead of a fine art. If you have a function involved,
you can never have fine art."

11

~age

were held by profes ional potters.
"During the art shows, I hung around the
guys who ere major potters and they \•ere
very nice about teaching me a lot. I learned
within he first year of being on my o vn more
than what somebody who had been in a college
for six years [would know].
Working 16 hours every day of the \ 'eek,
Margerum's pottery vas his life during hi initial learning period. "I went around other potters and picked their brains. Then I came back
and practiced until I learned it."
Margerum's business experience helped him
with the task of marketing his completed work.
His former job gave him experience in dealing
with the public. "It was second nature to me how
to make money. I just had to worry about
making pots that were good enough to get into
art shows and good enough to sell to people."
The molded clay is now literally face down in
his hand as he cuts away excess material from
the back with a razor-sharp knife. With a
pointed utensil he begins to score the edges of
the back of the sculpture in a grid-like crisscrossing pattern.
When asked about the artistic importance of
his functional pottery, Margerum commented,
"My Pots are an applied art instead of a fine art.
If you have function involved, you can never
have fine art.
"Even more important than the final product
is the process. The process is the art," says
Margerum. Reduction high-fired stoneware is
the technical term for the process he uses to
generate his pottery.
The process itself begins with the making of
the clay using any one of many recipes. Each
recipe produces clay with different characteristics, such as color and toughness. The clay is
then formed into balls of equal weight.
Contrary to popular belief, only about 12
percent of the work put into a given pot takes
place on the wheel, a surface on which the clay
is turned while the potter shapes and forms it
with his hands.
The drying of the pot is then controlled to
make the parts fit. Handles and other parts are
added, the post is sanded, then a process called
''bisqueing'' takes place wherein it is hardened
through a firing process so that it may be
handled while it is decorated.
After the pot cools, wax is applied to any
areas on which glaze is not desired and it is
i~mersed in glaze then painted.
One of the most interesting steps is the final
firing process. Margerum's large kiln is fueled
by propane and can hold 60 cubic feet of pottery,
the average cabinet space of a kitchen.
Once loaded, the temperature of the kiln is
raised to 1400 degrees then to 1900 degrees
then again to 2200 degrees at which point the
glaze begins to melt and form glass. The temperature is maintained for 14 hours, and the
cooling process takes another 16 hours.
Now pressing the clay face onto the side of a
jug, Margerum begins to circle the sculpture
with rolled ropes of clay which serve to hold the
two pieces together. He smooths the seams out
until the parts become a single whole.
Knowledge of the extensive labor that goes
into the production of one of Margerum's pots
makes the price seem nominal. Although he has
sold pots for as little as $5 and as much as $300,
his average is about $35.
About his wife, Patty Margerum said, "She
really does half the work." At one point she was
a photographer. She began to work with MargSEE POTIERY PAGE 10

Changes in music: a feast for the new age mind
Led Zeppelin. Van Halen.
The Cure. Cameo. Which do
you prefer? In the early '50s we
v er rockin' around the clock.
In the 60s v e couldn t get no
tisfaction.
Climbing the
st irwa to heaven was a major ta k of the 70s. The early to
middle Os ha e been and
till re bringing us every possible different type of mu ic.
e h e lre dy banged our

heads with Quiet Riot,
shocked the monkey with Peter Gabriel and become fascinated with Company B.
V'here will the late '80s and

early '90s lead us. "I believe
new age music with the synthesizers will be the big hits,"
said Robert Elfand, assistant
manager of Camelot Music in
the Altamonte Mall, "But the
basics, such as Top 40 music,
will always be around." New
Age artists like Andreas Vollenweider and Tangerine
Dream are already popular
with the older crowd and a

good size of the college crowd.
What is this New Age music? It's hard to say. According
to Adam Szewczak III, "It's a
feast for the mind. A blend of
styles such as classical a.pd
jazz, sort of a contempor~ry
easy listening. It's relax g
and mood evoking." New }ke
music will be the music of the
'90s. What will become of the
music we are listening to now?

During the past few years,
country singles have crossed
over the line to find a place in
the Top 40, and so has heavy
metal. Even club mixes have
hitplacesintheTop40. !think
our music of today will still be
around tomorrow, in the form
of classics. We still hear music
from the '50s, '60s, and '70s.
And we still love it. Things like
that will never change.
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Bo Diddley ducks in The Peabody Orlando
by Robert Donald
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The sunset provided a striking backdrop for Bo Diddley as
he rocked the rooftop of The
Peabody Orlando as part of.the
hotel's Sunset Serenatte - series. Hundreds of people shook
and swayed as Bo with his five
piece band punched out his
greatest hits with bravado and
virtuosity.
This was no vain comeback
attempt, but rather a successful title defense by the originator of hard rock. With his legendary square guitar suspended. with the trademark
black harness strap, Bo
J. J. Hollis/Central Florido Future
clowned,
rapped,
and
preached while delivering Bo Diddley, while appearing at The Peabody Orlando, introclassic lead riffs. Receiving duced a new song putting down drug abuse. The song is
screams of approval from similar to the Beatles' "Get Back."
young and old alike, Bo exclaimed, ~1 don't have any- music and later legends in the commercials. Although much
thing against the new business rivals the contribu- of Bo's material was written
music ... just them calling it tions of Chuck Berry and Little over 20 years ago, his music
rock 'n' roll!" After a brief (Reverend) Richard Penne- and style remain vibrantly
comment against crack, man. Artists such as the Ani- fresh and continue to influence
hinting at the release of a new mals, Rolling Stones, Bob younger artists such as INXS.
album, Bo introduced a new Seger, Bruce Springsteen and Big bad Bo Diddley, a classic.
Future sunset serenades at
song
putting down drug ab.use. George Thorogood have imiJ. J. Hollis/CentraLFloiida Future
It sounded like a retort to the tated his style and converted The Orlando Peabody wi11 feature Greg Kihn and The
his material.
Bo Diddley appeared at The Peabody Orlando wtth his legen- Beatles' song, "Get Back."
Dwight Twilly Band on June
Currently
Bo's
''Who
Do
You
Born
Ellas
McDaniel,
Bo
dary square guitar as part of their ongoing Sunset Serenade
18
and Rare Earth on June 25.
Love"
is
being
used
in
scooter
Diddley's
influence
on
rock
series.

POTTERY ·
FROM PAGE 9
Don't Take '\bur organs 1b Heaven
Heaven Knows\'\eNeed Them Here.

erum a year ago and now does the assembly of the
pots among other things.
Margerum, 44, and his wife plan to stay in Oviedo

for a fewmore years, raise their three children, and
continue to attend 10to12 art shows each. summer.
Looking over his work with a refreshing admiration, Margerum condenses his work into a simple
form: "[The pots] tell me how to make them and when
to make them ... instead of me telling them how it
should be done. The pots speak to you, literally."

Kick back this summer
--

---......,-·"-

with a Signature Loan from
UCF Federal Credit Union.
.·.

That's right, go for it! Take a vacation; buy yourself
a car, or anything you want with our Signature Loan
of up to $7500.00. See us today about this and
other loans. Just give us a call at 275-2853.
We'll be glad to help!

Feder~~fedit Union

•

•
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FOOTBALL
FROM PAGE 12
We're close friends. He just
lives down the street from
me."
Ivory was voted first team
all-state for his play at linebacker. He had 11 7 tackles, 5
fumble recoveries and three
interceptions.
Ivory was recruited by the
universities of Indiana, Minnesota and Miami, Fla. "I can
get the same thing here that I
could get any other place,"

TELE-MARKET
RESEARCH

Established
Altamonte
company
looking for
outgoing people
with excellent
communication skills.
Marketing
and/or
computer
background
helps. We offer
a full or
part-time
training and
bonuses.

Ivory said.
Ivory said he does not want
to sit out or red shirt his first
year at UCF even though the
Knights' defense has 10 returning starters including all
the linebackers.
"I think if I get out there and
do my best," Ivory said, 'TH
have a chance to either start or
be a good backup."
Ivory also has high ambitions for the All-Star game. "If
I see a lot of playing time,"
Ivory said, "I'd like to have at
least 10 tackles.
"I'd like to have at least two
good plays that help the team

in any way."
The Florida AU tar linebacker coach, ~orge Smith,
said Ivory runs well, hi well,
hustles well and plays smart.
Like Berry, Ivory plans to
major in business. I ory said,
~tting my degree comes
first, and having myself in a
good position to get a good job
and maybe make the pros."
Ivory said his favorite defensive play is taking on a fullback coming through a hole
one-on-one.
Ivory said he used to take on
Berry that way. "All the time
we'd take each other on, but in

12th grade, the coach [of Oak
Ridge] kep us apart. He
wouldn t let us scrimmage
together.
Ivory will scrimmage
against Berry gain when they
practice for UCF just as they
have been scrimmaging
against each other this week.
Ivory said, "He's [Berry]
hard to tackle in the open field
unless you go at his ankles.
One on one, he's easy."
Berry agreed, saying,
"When you're used to going up
against hard hmers in practice, it makes it easier when
you get to the game."

Well, was I right or what?

WEKIV A RIVER

CLEANUP
c ffi]]) @~nlID~ IFn ~JIDn ~
D

Saturday, June 20th
Help restore the

Scenic Wekiva River
For more information
Call 275-0453

Hello everybody out there in
the sporting world. How are
things going?
Two weeks ago, the following was said: "the Los Angeles
Lakers, after taking two in the
fabulous Forum, will flood the
Garden for one victory in the
three games at Boston, and
then go on to win the series in

. ,,

SIX.

Well, was I right? You bet I
was.
Boston showed a lot of heart
and character during the series, and I have nothing but
·praise from them. They did the
best that they possibly could.
The newest sport on the
market, Arena Football,
makes its debut on June 20th.
Of course, ESPN will be televising · the history-making
event. Six teams will be in the
league, in cities like Chicago
and Pittsburgh with names

like Bruisers, Gladiators and
the Dynamite.
This made-for-television
sport might be exciting for
awhile, but then the novelty
should wear off. Personally, I
think its a joke.
However, I also thought
that of the Major Indoor Soccer
League when they started
about eight or nine years ago.
Where is the MISL now? In
the midst of another championship series at the end of yet
another successful season.
You know something else? I
am beginning to like this silly
sport.

•

Term Paper

WASTELAND

11 P.M. Daily

11 A.M.

Served With:

0 Choice of Potato
0 Tossed Green Salad
0 Toasted Garlic Roll

Save Yourself·
Leave it to Executive Support Centers, Inc.

$4.99
10615
Un I

n

E. Colonial Dr.
p

k,

FL

3 2 81 7

EXECUTIVE
SUPPORT

CENTERS, INC.
ADAY•7DAY

•
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(Located In The Central Florida Research Park)

275·6455

Crew goes seperate ways, fares well
course, but it
was only good
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
enough for a
second place
behind
finish
The UCF crew was a split
a
strong
Unisquad last weekend, competversity
of
Cining at two different regattas
in two different parts of the cinnati crew.
They
did,
country.
UCFs small school na- however, fintional champion lightweight ish 18 seconds
four squad travelled to Cin- ahead of Ohio
cinnati, Ohio, to compete in State.
Although
the large college National
the
four oarsChampionship Regatta. The
men
and coxcrew trained at a race course
on East Fork Lake for three swain were
disappointed,
days prior to the race.
graWhen race time rolled they
around, the shores of the lake ciously accepted
the The UCF varsity lightweight four were in Cincinnati. Those pictured included Jeff Boddiford, Chris
were packed with spectators,
title
of
second
Steely, Rick Gotham, Brice Crossley and coxswain Dave Barnett.
including reporters and phobest
large
coltographers from Sports Illustrated magazine and a vari- lege crew in the country, since rowing Knights crew com- single event and claimed the who fell behind during the
UCF is cons1dered a small peted in the Tomoka Heights gold medal, finishing ahead race, but surged ahead to a
ety of other publications.
The crew finished with college in intercollegiate row- Sprints against some of the of an oarsman from the Port victory.
The mixed four, consisting
best rowing clubs in the state. Everglades Rowing Club. "I
their fastest time of the entire ing.
of
two men and two women,
On the same day, in Lake
Coach Dennis Kamrad guess I simply outpulled
season, six minutes and 53
and
the men's open four finPlacid,
Fla.,
the
rest
of
the
him,"
explained
Kamrad,
rowed in the men's senior
seconds for a 2000-meter
ished ahead in their respective events to put UCF ahead
of all other teams at the regatta. Two men's pairs, a second mixed four, another
men's open four and the
women's open four also rowed
well in their respective races.
"The sprints gave the boats
who did not go to the national
championships in Philadelphia a chance to prove themselves," said Kamrad. "I am
very pleased with the team as
a whole."
UCF established a new
point system for the summer
season. The system will allow
them to evaluate themselves
against other crews in the
state and keep the competiThe UCF open-four crew competed at Tomoko Heights. Pictured left to right is John Sewell, Mark Rogers, Dave Voor and tion heated throughout the
John Dugger. UCF took first place in the regatta behind a fine overall team performance.
season.

by Christopher Steely

Two future Knights to play in Fla. vs. Ga. HS game
UCF than an upstate school," Berry,
who was also recruited by Florida, said.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"It will be more convenient for my parents who can· see my home games, and
Two future UCF players will play in I'll be able to go home more often."
Berry was voted to the Adidas AllSaturday's Florida-Georgia High
School All-Star Football Game at the American Team and to the Florida AllState Team for his 946 rushing yards
Orlando Citrus Bowl at 8 p. m.
Oak Ridge High School standouts, and 8 touchdowns.
Berry said he also chose UCF beJoel Berry, a fullback, and Darryl
Ivory, a linebacker, have chosen to stay cause "a lot of big schools already have
in the Central Florida area and play a fullback and most likely I would have
to sit out or play behind one, but at UCF
ball for the Knights.
It is the first time UCF has landed they do not have a fullback.
"I know I have a chance to start at
any of the all-star game's top recruits
from the two states. Some of these UCF instead of going out of state and
same recruits who have been practic- not getting a chance to play," Berry
ing on the UCF campus this week will said.
"From what I've been told by the
probably be playing in the NFL five
years from now. If the game was held coach [Gene McDowell], I have a
in 1980, Hershel Walker would have chance to start if I come in with a
been in the game.
positive attitude. It's a wide open posiAlthough UCF does not yet have the tion. It's a matter ofjustgettingthejob
recruiting power to claim 13 of the done."
Berry will be blocking much of the
players in the game like the Uni ·ersity
of Florida, the Knights did have game for Emmitt Smith, the most
enough regional influence to land 2 of sought-after tailback in the country
the 10 Central Florida high school who played for Pensacola Escambia.
players chosen for the game.
Smith will attend Florida.
Berry said "It used to bother me to
Berry andlvo11 said they chose UCF
because they wanted to st.a close to open up the play for the tailback, but
home.
it's the fullback's job to get the tailback
It will be les expensi ·e to go o in the end zone. I'm looking forward to

by Scott Broden

getting Smith in the end zone. He's a
hard runner; those are the kind I like to
block for."
However, Berry also said, "I want to
at least get my touchdown."
Florida won the first two all-star
games. "We have a tradition to uphold," Berry said, "and I don't want to
be on the first team to lose."
The Florida All-Star coach, Carl
Madison, from Pensacola Pine Forest
High School, said, "He (Berry) blocks
pretty hard, and he runs straight
ahead well. He has to work on catching
the ball though."
Berry said he also chose UCF because the I-formation the Knights use
where the fullback comes out of the
backfield for passes is the same one his
high school used.
Berry is thinking about majoring in
business. "I want to get my degree, get
out of college, get a good job and make
some money," Berry said.
Berry also said, "I hope to make it to
the NFL someday."
Berry said another reason why he
chose UCF was because he had friends
from Oak Ridge already coming, such
as nose guard Andrea Johnson and
defensive back Steve Dova)e.
"I talked to most of my friends,"
Berry said, "and they helped me out on

deciding to come here.
Ivory also influenced Berry's decision. "He chose first," Berry said about
his Oak Ridge and now UCF teammate, "and he told me a lot about it.
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